INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) in modeling complex systems is a well-known fact. One can name wave propagation [1] , diffusion through heterogeneous random media [2] , randomly forced Burgers and Navier-Stokes equations (see e.g., [3] [4] [5] [6] and the references therein) as a couple of examples. Currently, Monte Carlo is one of the most widely used tools in simulating models driven by SPDEs. However, Monte Carlo simulations are generally very expensive. To meet this concern, methods based on the Fourier analysis with respect to the Gaussian (rather than the Lebesgue) measure, have been investigated in recent decades. More specifically, the Cameron-Martin version of the Wiener Chaos expansion (see, e.g., [7, 8] and the references therein) is among the earlier efforts. Sometimes, the Wiener Chaos expansion (WCE for short) is also referred to as the Hermite polynomial chaos expansion. The term polynomial chaos was coined by Nobert Wiener [9] . In Wieners' work, Hermite polynomials served as an orthogonal basis. The validity of the approach was then proved in [7] . There is a long history of using WCE as well as other polynomial chaos expansions in problems in physics and engineering. See, e.g., [10] [11] [12] [13] , etc. Applications of the polynomial chaos to stochastic PDEs considered in the literature typically deal with stochastic input generated by a finite number of random variables (see, e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] ). This assumption is usually introduced either directly or via a representation of the stochastic input by a truncated Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion. Stochastic finite element methods based on the Karhunen-Loève expansion and Hermite polynomial chaos expansion [14, 15] have been developed by Ghanem and other authors. Karniadakis et al. generalized this idea to other types of randomness and polynomials [16, 18, 19] . The stochastic finite element procedure often results in a set of coupled deterministic equations which requires additional effort to be solved. To resolve this issue, the stochastic collocation (SC) method was introduced.
In this method one repeatedly executes an established deterministic code on a prescribed node in the random space defined by the random inputs. The idea can be found in early works such as [20, 21] . In these works mostly tensor products of one-dimensional nodes (e.g., Gauss quadrature) are employed. Tensor product construction despite making mathematical analysis more accessible (cf. [22] ) leads to the curse of dimensionality since the total number of nodes grows exponentially fast as the number of random parameters increases. In recent years we are experiencing a surge of interest in the high-order stochastic collocation approach following [23] . The use of sparse grids from multivariate interpolation analysis is a distinct feature of the work in [23] . A sparse grid, being a subset of the full tensor grid, can retain many of the accuracy properties of the tensor grid. While keeping high-order accuracy, it can significantly reduce the number of nodes in higher random dimensions. Further reduction in the number of nodes was pursued in [24] [25] [26] [27] . Applications of stochastic Galerkin and SC methods take a wide range. Here we mention some of the more representative works. It includes Burgers equation [28, 29] , fluid dynamics [16, [30] [31] [32] [33] , flow-structure interactions [34] , hyperbolic problems [35] [36] [37] , model construction and reduction [38] [39] [40] , random domains with rough boundaries [41] [42] [43] [44] , etc.
Along with an attempt to reduce the number of nodes used by sparse grid stochastic collocation, one can try to employ more efficient deterministic algorithms. The current trend is to repeatedly execute a full-scale underlying deterministic simulation on prescribed nodes in the random space. However, model reduction techniques can be employed to create a computationally cheap deterministic algorithm that can be used for most of the grid points. This way we can limit the employment of an established while computationally expensive algorithm to only a relatively small number of points. A related method is being used by Willcox and her team but in the context of optimization [45] . "Multifidelity," which we also adopt, is the term they employed in their work. Reduced order modeling, using proper orthogonal decompositions (POD) along with Galerkin projection, for fluid flows has seen extensive applications studied in [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was introduced in Pearson [56] and Hotelling [57] . Since the work of Pearson and Hotelling, many have studied or used POD in a range of fields such as oceanography [58] , fluid mechanics [46, 48] , system feedback control [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] , and system modeling [49, 52, 54, 65] . In this work we analyze linear parabolic partial differential equations with random forcing terms. We propose a novel method which dramatically decreases the computational cost. The idea of the method is very simple. For each point of the stochastic parameter domain we search to see if the resulting deterministic problem is already solved for a sufficiently close problem. If yes, we use the solution to the nearby problem to create POD basis functions and we employ the POD-Galerkin method to solve the original problem. We provide a rigorous convergence analysis for our proposed method. Finally, it is shown by numerical examples that the results of numerical computation are consistent with theoretical conclusions.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let D ⊂ R 2 be a bounded, connected, and polygonal domain and (Ω, F, P ) denote a complete probability space with sample space Ω, which corresponds to the set of all possible outcomes. F is the σ algebra of events, and P : F → [0, 1] is the probability measure. In this section, we consider the stochastic linear parabolic initial-boundary value problem: find a random field u : [0, T ] × D × Ω → R, such that P -almost surely the following equations hold
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1), as stated in [66] , can be achieved by assuming that the random forcing field f :
Following [22] and inspired by the truncated KL expansion [67] , we make the assumption that the random field f depends on a finite number of independent random variables. More specifically,
where y(ω) = (y 1 (ω), . . . , y r (ω)) and r ∈ N + . Let Γ n = y n (Ω) denote the image of the random variable y n , for n = 1, . . . , r, and Γ = r n=1 Γ n . Furthermore, similar to [27] , we make the assumption that the random variables y = (y 1 , . . . , y r ) have ρ : Γ → R + as their joint probability density function. Define L 2 ρ (Γ) and V ρ to be given by
and
where
A function u ∈ V ρ is called a weak solution (see e.g., [66] ) of problem (1) if
and u(0, x, y) = 0, ρ-almost everywhere in Γ. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (4) is a direct consequence of assumption (2) on f ; see [68] . For each fixed t ∈ (0, T ], the solution u to (4) can be viewed as a mapping u : Γ → H 1 0 (D). In order to emphasize the dependence on the variable y, we use the notations u(y) and f (y). As in [66] , problem (4) can be equivalently expressed as finding u(y) ∈ H 1 0 (D) such that ρ-almost everywhere in Γ, u(0, x, y) = 0, and
MULTIFIDELITY COLLOCATION METHOD
In this section we explain our proposed multifidelity stochastic collocation method while applying it to the weak form (5) . We are in fact seeking a numerical approximation to the exact solution of (5) in a finite dimensional subspace
is the span of tensor product polynomials with degree at most p = (p 1 , . . . , p r ). Choose η > 0 to be a small real number. The procedure for solving (5) is divided into two parts:
1. Fix y ∈ Γ, and search the η neighborhood B η (y) ⊂ Γ of y. If problem (5) is not already solved for any nearby problem with y ∈ B η (y), solve problem (5) using a regular backward Euler finite element method at y and let y = y. In contrast, if Eq. (5) is already solved for some points in B η (y), choose the closest one to y and call it y . In either case, use the solution at y ∈ B η (y) to find a small number d ∈ N + of suitable orthonormal basis
using the POD method. Now use Galerkin projection on to the subspace
and u 0 d = 0, where N ∈ N + is the number of time steps, and k = T /N denotes the time step increments. It is worth mentioning that (., .) denotes the L 2 inner product. Note that we are employing a backward Euler scheme to discretize time.
2. Collocate (6) on zeros of suitable orthogonal polynomials and build the interpolated discrete solution
using
where the functions {l j k } r k=1 can be taken as Lagrange polynomials. Using this formula, as described in [22] , mean value and variance of u can also be easily approximated.
POD
In this section, we choose a fixed y ∈ B η (y) ⊂ Γ and drop the dependence of Eq. (5) on y , for notational conveniences. Therefore, we consider the problem of finding
where k denotes the time step increments. Assume T h to be a uniformly regular family of triangulation of D (see [69, 70] ). The finite element space is taken as 
It is easy to prove that problem (10) has a unique solution w
, the following error estimates hold:
where ||.|| s denotes the H s (D) norm and C indicates a positive constant independent of the spatial and temporal mesh sizes, possibly different at distinct occurrences.
For the so-called snapshots
Assume at least one of U i is nonzero, and let {ψ j } l j=1 be an orthonormal basis of V with l = dimV. Therefore, for each U i ∈ V we will have
where 
A solution {ψ j } d j=1 of this minimization problem is known as a POD basis of rank d.
Let us introduce the correlation matrix
The following proposition (see [46, 51, 52] ) solves problem (13) . 
where (v i ) j denotes the jth component of the eigenvector v i . Furthermore, the following error formula holds:
Let
and consider the problem of finding w
Remark 4.1. If T h is a uniformly regular triangulation and H h (D) is the the space of piecewise linear functions, the total degrees of freedom for problem (10) is N h , where N h is the number of vertices of triangles in T h , while the total of degrees of freedom for problem (17) is d (where d l N h ).
The following proposition, proved in [71] , gives us an error estimate on the solution of problem (17) .
, and snapshots are equably taken, then for m = 1, 2, . . . , N , the following estimates hold:
Combining (11) and (18) we get the following result. (9) and (17) , for m = 1, 2, . . . , N , is given by
Proposition 4.3. Under assumptions of Proposition 4.2, the error estimate between the solutions of problems
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Now, with a slight misuse of notation, we assume that the function f is given by
is the function employed in Eq. (5), and consider the following problem:
Remark 4.2. Note that since y−y < η and under the assumption that f ∈ C(Γ; Let us also consider the following problem: find u
Note that Eqs. (21) and (6) are identical, using the fact that we are using f = f (y). Our aim is to find an estimate for
First we need to prove two lemmas. Lemma 4.1. Let u be the solution of problem (20) and let w be the solution of problem (9), then we have:
Proof. let z = u − w and subtract Eqs. (9) and (20) to get:
with z(x, 0) = 0, for all x ∈ D. Letting v = z and integrating Eqs. (23) from 0 to t m , we get
This results in
Now we need to bound 
Thus,
, and let
Now, Eq. (24) (17) and (21) to get: 
Therefore,
which upon summation yields
Moreover, setting ζ = 1/(1 + γk) we find
γ .
Letting C = (1 − e −γkm )/γ, we get (25) . Now using estimates (19) , (22) , and (25) and Remark 4.2, we get the following error estimate. 
. , N , we have
where the eigenvalues λ j depend on y ∈ B η (y) ⊂ Γ, and the constants C depend on y and y , but are independent of h, k, and η.
ERROR ANALYSIS
In this section, we carry out an error analysis for the multifidelity collocation method introduced in Section 3 for problem (5). In [22] , the authors showed that the collocation scheme (8) attains an exponential error decay for u (5) is analytic with respect to the random parameters. The convergence proof in [22] applies directly to our case. Therefore, in what follows, we prove the analyticity of the POD solution u m d with respect to each random variable y n . This proof enables us to just state the corresponding convergence results.
Regularity Assumptions
Before going through the convergence analysis we need to impose some regularity assumptions on the forcing term f and the joint probability density function ρ, as in [22, 66] . In particular, we assume f to be continuous with respect to y ∈ Γ and that its growth at infinity is at most exponential, whenever the domain Γ is unbounded. In order to make it precise, we use the weight function σ(y) = r n=1 σ n (y n ) ≤ 1 introduced in [22] , where σ n (y n ) = 1 for each y n ∈ Γ n whenever Γ n is bounded. Moreover, if Γ n is unbounded, we assume that σ n (y n ) = e −αn|yn| for some α n > 0. We also employ the space C 0 σ (Γ; V ) of all continuous functions v : Γ → V such that
where V is a Banach space. In what follows, we assume that
. We further assume that the joint density function ρ behaves like a Gaussian kernel at infinity. More precisely, we are assuming that there exist a constant C ρ > 0 such that
where δ n is strictly positive if Γ n is unbounded and zero otherwise. Under these assumptions, the following proposition is immediate; see [22] . 
where C p is the Poincaré canstant.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Regularity of the POD Solution
In this section we prove that whenever f (y) is analytic and infinitely differentiable with respect to each component of y, the solution u m d of Eq. (21) will be analytic with respect to each random parameter y n ∈ Γ. To do this, we introduce the following notations as in [22, 66] :
Lemma 5.2 (Lemma 3.2 of [22]). Under the assumption that for every
if the solution u
, and the Poincaré constant C p .
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Proof. Take the jth derivative of formulation (21) or equivalently (6) with respect to y n , and let
We will immediately obtain the following theorem, whose proof closely follows the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [66] .
Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 4.4 in [66]).
Under assumption (29) , the solution u
where 0 < τ n < 1/γ n .
Convergence Analysis
It can be noted that the total error e m = u m − u ) by repeating the same procedure as in [22] , using the analyticity result of Theorem 5.1. Please refer to Section 4 of [22] for more details. (29) , there exist positive constants b n , n = 1, . . . , r, and C that are independent of h, d, and p such that
Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 4.1 in [22]). Under assumption
if Γ n is bounded, and
if Γ n is unbounded, with τ n being the minimum distance between Γ n and the nearest singularity in the complex plane, as defined in theorem 5.1, and δ n is defined in assumption (28) . [66] :
where b min = min{b 1 , b 2 [26, 72] , specially adaptive and anisotropic ones, e.g., [25, 27] are more effective in dealing with the curse of dimensionality evident in the inequality (32) . This inequality shows that as the dimension r increases, the convergence becomes slower. The analyticity result (Theorem 5.1) combined with the analysis in [25] [26] [27] 72] , can easily lead to the derivation of error bounds for sparse grid approximations. For instance, the error in an isotropic Smolyak approximation [26, 72] with a total of Θ sparse grid points, can be bounded by CΘ −bmin/ (1+log(2r) ) .
Here, we will give a short description of the isotropic Smolyak algorithm. More detailed information can be found in [26, 73] .
.. be a sequence of interpolation operators given by Eq. (8) .
where q is a
non-negative integer. A(q, r) is the Smolyak operator, and q is known as the sparse grid level.
Now we need to find error bounds for the deterministic part of our algorithm in the
First, note that according to (28) , the joint density function ρ behaves like a Gaussian kernel at infinity. Therefore, in practice we are literally dealing with a compact random parameter set Γ, since we can approximate Γ with a large enough compact set. So from now on we assume that Γ is compact. We know that Γ ⊂ y ∈Γ B η (y ).
Thus, using the compactness assumption on Γ, there exist Υ ∈ N + and
Theorem 5.3. Under the Lipschitz continuity (see Remark 4.2) assumption, there exist constants C and Λ such that
Proof. Let us first integrate the the last term in estimate (27) . Thus, we have
j=d( i y )+1 λ j ( i y ), and assuming Λ 2 = max i=1,...,Υ {Λ i }, we get the following upper bound for the above expression:
Letting C 2 = Γ C(y, y (y)) 2 ρ(y)dy, we get the last term in (34) . The first three terms of (34) can also be easily computed by integrating the first three terms of (27) . We will get the same expressions for the constants C as above.
Remark 5.2.
Note that due to the way that the POD method works, the constant Λ is so small that the k 1/4 term has a very little effect on the error.
Combining (31) and (34), we will finally get the following total error estimate. 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide a computational example to illustrate the advantages of multifidelity stochastic collocation method. Specifically, we consider problem (1) with D = (0, 1) 2 ⊂ R 2 , T = 1, and the forcing term being given by
y n (ω) sin(nπx).
The real-valued random variables y n , n = 1, . . . , r, are supposed to be independent and have uniform distributions U (0, 1). In the following, we let r = 4. We employ the sparse grid stochastic collocation method introduced in Remark 5.1 with sparse grid level q = 8. We use the Clenshaw-Curtis abscissas (see [74] ) as collocation points. These abscissas are the extrema of Chebyshev polynomials. We divide the spatial domain D into 32 × 32 small squares with side length ∆x = ∆y = 1/32, and then we connect the diagonals of the squares to divide each square into two triangles. These triangles consist the triangulation T h , with h = √ 2/32. Take k = 0.1 as the time step increment.
We use all of the time steps to form the snapshots. We employ six POD basis functions. In the following, we compare the solution resulting from a regular isotropic sparse grid stochastic collocation method which only uses the finite element method, with the hybrid multifidelity method proposed in this paper which employs both finite element and POD methods. In Fig. 1 , we compare the expected values resulting from the multifidelity method and a regular sparse grid stochastic collocation method. We take η = 0.1. Recall that for each y ∈ Γ our method searches the η neighborhood of y to check whether for some y ∈ B η (y) problem (5) is already solved. If a nearby problem (at y ) is found to be solved by the finite element method, our algorithm uses this information to create POD basis functions and solves problem (5) at y using Galerkin-POD method, which is computationally much cheaper than finite element. Moreover, Fig. 2 compares variances of solutions resulting from the two methods. Figures 3 and 4 , show the convergence patterns of expectations and variances of solutions with regard to η, respectively. These results validate our theoretical estimates of previous sections in the sense that they justify the presence of the Cη term in Theorem 5.4. We are actually comparing our multifidelity method with a regular sparse grid stochastic method. Note that for small enough η (less than the shortest distance between the collocation points) we get the regular sparse grid method back. Therefore the error is zero for such a small η. Figure 5 demonstrates how the number of times that the finite element code is employed increases with respect to a decrease in η. Table 1 summarizes the results when η = 0.1. In this case, the number of times that the finite element code is utilized by the multifidelity method is 3745. Compared it to 18,946, the number of times that a regular sparse grid calls the finite element code. [75] . Similar performances are observed in that paper.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed a method to enhance the performance of stochastic collocation methods using proper orthogonal decomposition. We have carried out detailed error analyses of the proposed multifidelity stochastic collocation methods for parabolic partial differential equations with random forcing terms. We illustrated and supported our theoretical analyses with a numerical example. The analysis of this paper can be simply generalized to parabolic partial differential equations with random initial conditions and random coefficients. Our method only requires a wellposedness argument of the corresponding deterministic equations. Future works in this area can include applications of this method to partial differential equations in fluid mechanics, and proving error estimates for these equations. 
